
A Peek at 5th Grade

Our Goals for Your Child

Our hope for your child is that he/she will grow in the following areas:

● Having a strong relationship with Our Lord and practicing the Catholic faith

with passion

● Completing assignments and studying at home for tests

without depending on reminders from parents

● Reading for meaning and enjoyment

● Accepting consequences for his or her actions

● Creating high-quality work

● Asking for help when needed (teachers can’t read minds!)

Classroom News

● Important announcements and information will be sent to you via e-mail.  Student

planners should also be referred to on a daily basis.

Homework

● Students will be given time each day to refer to the homework

board and write down the homework in their planners. It is your

child’s responsibility to write down all of the homework

assignments in his/her planner. Student planners should be referred to on a daily

basis. If your child comes to school without his/her homework completed, he/she

will complete a missing assignment form that will be e-mailed to you.  The assignment

will remain a zero in the grade book until it is turned in.

In-Class Assignments

● Students are expected to complete in-class assignments in a timely fashion. If I am

missing work from students, I will write the assignment title and the student name

on a post-it note.  The post-it note will be posted on the board. Students are

expected to check the post-it notes frequently. When the assignment has been

turned in, the student may cross his/her name off of the post-it note.  If an in-class

assignment is not completed within a few school days, it will be assigned as

homework.



Absences

● Please have your child check Google Classroom for the list of tasks and assignments

that they missed.  Ms. Sullivan’s assignments will be under “Reading” and the rest of

the subjects will be under “Work for Absences.”

eLearning/Quarantine

● If we need to go to an eLearning format or your child goes into quarantine, we will

be using Google Classroom.

Graded Work

● Graded work will be sent home in a SEAS folder on Fridays. In order to stay on top

of your child’s progress, please look through these papers with your child when they

come home.  The SEAS folder should come back empty on Mondays.

Subjects

Reading  (taught by Ms. Sullivan)

● It is essential that students read at least 20 minutes at

home every day, including weekends. Research shows that

daily reading is critical in developing strong readers and

increasing academic skills.

● A separate syllabus was sent home with your child during the

first week of school.

Math (taught by Ms. Morris)

● There are two separate Math classes in 5th grade and are called 5A and

5B. Students were grouped based on MAP scores and upon the

recommendation of their 4th grade teacher.

● Homework will consist of practice problems in the Math book or

worksheets handed out in class.  The number of problems will vary.

Homework will be given frequently. 5A and 5B will not always have the same

homework assignment.

● Homework completion is very important because it gives me valuable

information on your child’s progress of mastering the skill or concept.

Completing the homework on time is also essential as lessons build off of one

another. Points will be given for completed homework.

● If your child becomes stuck on a problem at home and needs assistance from

me, he/she must notify me before 8:00am each day in order for the

assignment to be counted as on time.



Social Studies (taught by Ms. Morris during Quarters 1 and 2)

● We will be focusing on US History up to the year 1800.  Any assignments that

need to be completed at home or quizzes that require studying will be posted

on the homework board.

Science (taught by Ms. Morris during Quarters 3 and 4)

● Topics that will be studied include mixtures and solutions, living

systems, and the Earth and Sun.  Most work will be done in class. Any

assignments that need to be completed at home or quizzes that

require studying will be posted on the homework board.

Religion (taught by Ms. Morris)

● 5
th

grade focuses on the Seven Sacraments. Students are

already familiar with these sacraments.  However, there

will be an in-depth study on each one.  There will be many

new concepts and terminology.  Therefore, interacting

with the information solely in class may not be enough

for your child to retain it. Studying at home will be helpful for his/her

success.  Dates of tests will be written on the homework board.

Band Lessons

● If your child leaves for a band lesson, it is his/her responsibility to find out what

he/she missed and complete it at another time.


